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Those who are used to working
with National hives will feel
very much at home with the
Long National hive because it
consists simply of an extended
brood body. It has standard
frames, and all parts of the
hive can be accessed easily.
Colonies are managed by
inserting queen excluders and
division boards vertically, and
different entrances can be
arranged to achieve splits or
accommodate two colonies
in a single hive.

My first experience with
a horizontal hive was a
Horizontal Top Bar (HTB) hive. It
has top bars instead of frames,
and its walls slope inwards to
discourage brace comb. Along
with the Warré hive, it is the
hive of choice among ‘natural’
beekeepers. Its best-known
proponent is Phil Chandler, the
Barefoot Beekeeper, whose
website, lectures, books and
videos have done much to
establish the hive in the UK.
An internet search reveals
an increasing number of
suppliers; most offer variations
in the number and position of
entrances, enabling splits to be
created or two colonies to be
accommodated in one hive.

The Drayton hive borrows ideas
from the Warré and other hives.
It has double walls for insulation
and, instead of a coverboard,
it has a hessian cloth which
is peeled back for access.
Above this, quilts filled with
wood shavings absorb excess
condensation and provide
further insulation. Like the
Long National, it uses vertical
excluders and division boards.
The standard model is designed
for garden use and has 18 deep
frames, equivalent in comb area
to a National brood chamber
plus two supers. An observation
window enables the colony to
be checked without disturbing
the cluster, and the entire floor
is hinged down for clearing hive
debris and for monitoring varroa
drop. Honey is harvested by
removing frames as the colony
expands. A full, deep frame can
yield around 2kg.

The Layens hive was designed
by the 19th century French
beekeeper, George de Layens
and there are said to be 2.6m
of them in the USA and over
1m in Spain but not many in
the UK. It consists of a large
box containing up to 20 large
frames, usually 13x16 inches.

Derived from the German
Einraumbeute hive, the
Golden hive has the deepest
frames of those featured
here, 10.5x18 inches. The hive
is designed to replicate the
conditions of a deep tree
cavity, helping the bees to
maintain optimum temperature
and humidity. It has all-round
insulation and a hessian cover
cloth, with a box of wood
shavings above for insulation
and to absorb condensation.
The hive has several entrance/
exit holes, which are blocked
with corks when not in use.

Some of the principles behind
the Long National and Drayton
hives were anticipated in the
1970s by Robin Dartington, who
was familiar with the lifting
problem and wanted a hive
suitable for urban beekeeping.

The Beehaus is derived from
the Dartington but is made
from plastic. The manufacturer
Omlet sees its main market
among urban and rooftop
beekeepers. It provides a
comprehensive package of
equipment (including ‘liquid
smoke’ to subdue bees).

As with the standard National,
access to the brood chamber
is by removing the coverboard
so that most of the usual
procedures for swarm control
and queen replacement
can be achieved without
difficulty. Feeding and pest
control are the same too.
Bees can be cleared from the
honey chamber by inserting
a bee escape in a division
board; the same board can
be used for uniting colonies
if the bee escape is replaced
by newspaper. Most Long
Nationals are built to hold 24
deep (14x12) frames, which
the bees use for both brood
and stores, a consideration
for those who have honey
extractors designed for shallow
frames. Variations are available
which use standard brood
frames, and others which are
adapted for queen rearing by
having several small chambers.

Working with Top Bar hives
makes one appreciate the
convenience of frames
because heavy comb can
become detached from bars
and there can be a tendency
towards cross-combing,
making management difficult.
However, these features are
of little concern to natural
beekeepers and, for them, the
HTB has great attraction.
The pair of hives illustrated
here belong to Paul
Honigmann of the Oxfordshire
Natural Beekeeping Group.
They were populated with
swarms several years ago and
have prospered with a minimal
intervention. They swarm every
year or two but supply him with
more than enough honey.

I declare an interest in the
Drayton because the idea arose
from my personal experience. I
use 14x12 foundationless frames
so that full comb can be cut
from the frame, which can then
be immediately returned to the
hive. The comb is then crushed
manually into a strainer over a
honey tank, taking about two
minutes per frame. Next day, the
honey is ready for bottling. No
need for a mechanical extractor.
Foundationless frames are quick
and easy to assemble and result
in a secondary product: pale, soft
wax with few impurities.
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Leo Sharaskin, natural
beekeeper and author, visits
Monmouth from the USA
every year to give a twoday session on the Layens
and, as a result, the hive
does have its enthusiasts,
including John Pilgrim, chair of
Carmarthen BKA. He has been
experimenting with a couple
of Layens and, by the end of
his first season, a swarm he
introduced had expanded to
cover 12 of those large frames
and yielded 15kg of honey.
However, there is a risk of
comb distortion in a full frame
and, of course, most extractors
cannot accommodate frames
of that size.

The Golden hive is supplied by
Matt Somerville of Bee Kind
Hives (see website above) and
Gareth John, an associate of the
Natural Beekeeping Trust, has
built a version which collects
honey in shallow supers above
the main frames. The hive’s
concept has been refined over
many years to provide the best
possible environment for bees
and a modest harvest for the
beekeeper.

The Layens is typical of many
designs that were once
common in Eastern Europe
and Russia. Others, including
the Lazutin, are also enjoying
a resurgence, particularly in
the USA.
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Different variations have
evolved but most are based
on the deep 14x12 frame
offering similar flexibility to the
Long National and Drayton
hives but, in addition, having
small supers above the main
chamber for honey collection.
Rob Jones of Sutton Coldfield
has been using a Dartington
for ten years and reports that
artificial swarming and honey
collection are easy. These days
most Dartingtons have been
built by their owners, and plans
can be found on the internet.

I have an instinctive preference
for natural materials but,
putting such prejudice aside,
there is no doubt that the
Beehaus is worthy of serious
consideration. The Omlet
website (above) provides much
detailed information, including
a downloadable, 64-page
introduction to beekeeping for
beginners.

The price of convenience
The great strength of Nationals and other vertical designs is their
portability, making them the natural choice for professionals and
others interested in maximising honey production. Horizontal
hives, however, are largely static. For many amateurs this is a small
price to pay for their convenience and reduced risk of injury.

David Junker

It was just a pause though,
but it got me thinking that
there must be another way.
And, of course, there is –
one that has been around
for as long as beekeeping
itself. Wild bees will occupy
cavities of all shapes and sizes
providing other conditions are
satisfied and, in many parts
of the world, these are met in
horizontal hives. It turns out
that I was far from alone in
considering alternatives to
the traditional, vertical format.
This article explores some of
the options available in the
UK. Most of the hives featured
here are raised to waist height
to minimise bending as well
as lifting.

Hyde Hives

There comes a time for most
beekeepers when the idea of
lifting a stack of heavy honey
supers fills them with dread.
That’s how it was for me after
20 years with National hives.
Then, as I was carrying a load,
I was struck by lightning – or
so I thought. It was a slipped
disc, and put me in hospital. I
thought it was the end of my
beekeeping.

Rhiannon Evans

Andrew Bax, Oxfordshire

lazutinhives.com
omlet.co.uk
thebeehivemaker.co.uk
thorne.co.uk
topbarbeehives.co.uk
top-bar-hives.co.uk

Robin Dartington

beebuilt.com
beekindhives.uk
biobees.com
cornishhoney.co.uk
draytonbeehive.com
hydehives.co.uk
kleine-holzbiegerei.de

The increased interest in horizontal alternatives is giving rise to
different approaches to our craft, and truly innovative designs such
as the Schifltrog hive (picture left. see kleine-holzbiegerei.de for
more information). It is also reflected in the Facebook group
@longhivebeekeepingUKandIreland which, since its launch in
early 2020, has attracted over 900 members.
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